Casein kinase I delta (CKIdelta) is involved in lymphocyte physiology.
The casein kinase I isoform delta (CKIdelta) plays an important role in vesicular trafficking, chromosome segregation, cell cycle progression, cytokinesis, developmental processes, and circadian rhythm. In this study we examined the distribution pattern of CKIdelta and quantified its kinase activity in various tissues of BALB/c mice. Whereas CKIdelta is ubiquitously expressed, differences in the kinase activity were detected in organs with comparable CKIdelta protein levels. To elucidate the role of CKIdelta in splenocytes, which displayed the highest kinase activity, the cell type-specific distribution of CKIdelta within the spleen was investigated. Immunohistochemical analysis revealed a strong CKIdelta immunolabeling in lymphoid cells of the white pulp, while in the red pulp CKIdelta immunoreactivity was found in cells of various haematopoietic lineages. Furthermore, high CKIdelta kinase acitivity was observed in isolated lymphocytes and granulocytes of young BALB/c mice. In lymphocytes the CKIdelta activity increased upon mitogenic stimulation, whereas upon gamma-irradiation CKIdelta protein and activity levels were diminished. Interestingly, the comparison of CKIdelta activity in p53+/+ and p53-/- lymphocytes revealed a higher activity in p53+/+ lymphocytes. In addition, we observed an increased immunostaining in cells of hyperplastic B follicles and advanced B-cell lymphomas in p53-deficient mice. Thus, our results indicate that CKIdelta plays several roles in lymphocyte physiology.